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Abstract—The increase of technogenic and natural accidents,
accompanied by air pollution, for example, by combustion products,
leads to the necessity of respiratory protection.
This work is devoted to the development of a calorimetric method
and a device which allows investigating quickly the kinetics of
carbon dioxide sorption by chemisorbents on the base of potassium
superoxide in order to assess the protective properties of respiratory
protective closed circuit apparatus.
The features of the traditional approach for determining the
sorption properties in a thin layer of chemisorbent are described, as
well as methods and devices, which can be used for the sorption
kinetics study.
The authors developed an approach (as opposed to the traditional
approach) based on the power measurement of internal heat sources
in the chemisorbent layer. The emergence of the heat sources is a
result of exothermic reaction of carbon dioxide sorption. This
approach eliminates the necessity of chemical analysis of samples
and can significantly reduce the time and material expenses during
chemisorbents testing.
Error of determining the volume fraction of adsorbed carbon
dioxide by the developed method does not exceed 12%. Taking into
account the efficiency of the method, we consider that it is a good
alternative to traditional methods of chemical analysis under the
assessment of the protection sorbents quality.

heat flux power at a constant temperature or at a constant
heating rate (Calvet type calorimeter) are widely used to study
the kinetics of chemical reactions [3]-[7]. One problem of
using such calorimeters to study the kinetics of CO2 sorption
is the complexity of recreating the conditions of the process
directly in the calorimeter.
In order to decrease the time of the experiment, authors of
the paper developed a method and a device for studying the
carbon dioxide sorption by chemisorbents based on the
potassium superoxide.
II. METHOD AND MATHEMATICAL MODELING
We consider the chemisorbent layer with thickness h (Fig.
1) through which the gas mixture containing sorbate is blown.
At the same time with the gas flow the quantity of heat is
supplied. The internal heat sources act in the layer, as a result
of exothermic reaction of sorption. The volumetric power of
these sources varies with time. The quantity of heat is moved
out with the gas flow. The internal heat sources power is
naturally related to the rate of the carbon dioxide
chemisorption and can be described by (8)
qv   

Keywords—Carbon dioxide chemisorption, exothermic reaction,
internal heat sources, respiratory protective apparatus.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ORBENTS based on potassium are used in respiratory
protective apparatus for carbon dioxide adsorption. The
protection time of these apparatus depends on the carbon
dioxide sorption kinetics, that’s why a study on the carbon
dioxide chemisorption kinetics is carried out before backfilling
the sorbent into the protective apparatus [1], [2]. For this
purpose, a sample of the sorbent is taken. A gas mixture
containing sorbate (carbon dioxide) is blown through the
sample during a fixed time. Then, a chemical analysis of the
adsorbed CO2 concentration is conducted. Similar experiments
are performed with several samples at varying duration of
blowing. This approach requires a significant amount of time
(5-6 hours).
The operational methods and tools that can be applied for
the investigation of the carbon dioxide sorption kinetics are
known from literature. Tools for its implementation are
calorimeters. Calorimeters, based on the measurement of the

(1)

where φ – volume fraction of adsorbed СО2 in the volume of
sorbent, (m3 of СО2)/(m3 of sorbent); CO2 - the average
density of the carbon dioxide at the temperature of the
measurement, kg/m 3; H  - the total thermal effect of chemical
reactions of carbon dioxide chemisorption which are described
by:
2КO2 + H2O2КOH + (3/2)O2;

(2)

2КOH + CO2К2CO3 + H2O;

(3)

2КO2 + CO2К2CO3 + (3/2)O2.

(4)

H  is equal 4200±506 J/g СО2 for the chemisorbents on the
base of potassium superoxide [9].
The differential heat transfer equation for the chemisorbent
layer [8]:
qv ( )  cch
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the average tem
mperatures of the
t chemisorbbent and the ggas; w
is the velocity of the gas miixture, which is determinedd from
the measured floow rate.

Fig. 1 The thermal scheeme of the meassurement cell

Equation (5)) is written with the coonsideration oof the
foollowing assum
mptions. The loss of heat onn the end sides of the
layyer in the m
measuring cell is negligiblle small. Thee heat
caapacity of the material is coonstant if the temperature dduring
the experiment varies slightlly (in practicee the range is 20-40
°C
C).
The velocity of the gas mixxture is constaant, as the voluume of
oxxygen liberateed for all timee the test is significantly
s
smaller
than the total am
mount of purgged gas mixtuure. The tempeerature
me and equal Tch (  ) .
off the chemisorrbent at any pooint is the sam
Thhe heat transfe
fer by the convvective gas mixture
m
flow iss much
grreater than the heat transfer bby thermal conductivity.
By replacingg partial derivvatives by finnite increments, (5)
weere transformeed to a form ((6) for more cconvenient praactical
caalculations of internal heat sources poweer at a time m
moment
i :

qv ( i )  cch

Tgoout ( i )  Tginp ( i )
Tcch ( i 1 )  Tch ( i 1 )
 wcg
(6)
 i 1   i 1
h

i  

0

 (  )
 .


III. CON
NSTRUCTION OF THE MEASUR
RING DEVICE
T
The design of the
t measuringg device for thhe sorption kinnetics
inveestigation is sshown in Fig. 2. One-grainn sorbent layyer is
placced on the gridd of stainless steel, which iis fixed on thee end
surfface of the meetal tube 1. Thhe thickness of
o the layer shhould
be 3–5
3 mm (deppends on the ssize of the soorbent grains), the
layeer diameter d = 40–60 mm
m is limited too the glass rinng 11
fixeed on the grid 22.
T
The temperatuure of the layyer Tch ( ) is m
measured by tthree
therrmocouples 3a-3c, the obttained data are
a averaged. The
therrmocouple 3aa is placed inn the center oof the investiggated
chem
misorbent layer thermocoupple 3b and 3c - at a distancee less
thann d/4 from thhe central therrmocouple witth the expectaation
thatt in the tempeerature measurring points thhe influence of the
heatt loss on the ennd surfaces caan be neglected.
O
On the top, thee layer of the iinvestigated suubstance is locked
by ggrid 7 fixed onn the end surfaace of the tubee 6.
T
The gas tempeerature at the output from the layer Tgoout is
meaasured by theermocouples 8a-8c and avveraged. The gas
mixxture is blow
wn through thhe chemisorbbent layer wiith a
preddetermined carbon dioxxide concenntration, relaative
hum
midity, temperature and fllow rate. The gas mixturre is
suppplied through the pipe 9 aand through thhe deflector 4 and
unifformly distribbuted over thhe surface oof the layer. The
tem
mperature of thhe gas mixture at the inputt Tginp is meassured
by a thermocouplle 5.
T
The measuringg cell is placeed in an air thhermostat. Siggnals
from
m the thermocouples are eentered into a computer 122 by
meaans of the dataa acquisition bboard 13.
T
The correctionn for the tempeerature (measuured by the seensor
D) oof the thermoocouples cold junctions (plaaced in the boox of
coldd junctions coompensation 14) is introducced in the proggram
for pprocessing thee results of thee experiment.

whhere Tgout (  i ) , Tginp (  i ) - thhe temperaturre of the gas mixture
m
at the output andd the input to the layer.
Consequentlyy, the power oof the internal heat sources ccan be
m (6) by meeasuring the temperature of
o the
caalculated from
chhemisorbent annd gas mixturre at the inpuut and the outtput of
the layer. The equation forr calculating the rate of ccarbon
dioxide chemisorption at anyy time momennt is obtainedd from
(1)

 ( )
 qv  i  /( H   CO )

2

3b 3a 3c

(7)

Fig. 2 The scheme off the measuremeent cell
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IV
V. EXPERIMEN
NTS AND DISCU
USSION
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In this work we consider an example of investigatinng the
chhemisorbent onn the base of КО2 with the grain 2-3 mm
m. The
gaas mixture is blown thhrough the 1-grain thicckness
chhemisorbent laayer with the carbon dioxide concentrattion of
2%
%, relative hum
midity 68%, ttemperature off 20°C and a rrate of
gaas mixture 1.5 l / min. The w
weight of the investigated ssample
in the experimennt was 5.9 g.
The dependennce of the cheemisorbent layyer temperatuure and
F 3.
the power of thhe heat sources qv on time aare shown in Fig.
Thhe dependencies  /   f (  ) and   f (  ) are shoown in
Fiig. 4.

Inn Fig. 5, the results
r
of a seeries of experiiments are shoown.
Thee gas mixture with a moistuure content 0.013 kg/(kg off dry
air) was blown thhrough the sorbbent layer withh density 13000 kg/
me fraction off the
m3. The results of determininng the volum
carbbon dioxide in the sorbeent, found bby the traditiional
chem
mical method,, are shown inn particular poiints.

Figg. 5 Graphs of changing the carrbon dioxide voolume concentraation
in cchemisorbent layyer during the ttime in the inpuut: curves 1, 2, 3;
3 the
concentration oof CO2 in the gaas mixture1, 2, 4 % respectivelyy

Fig. 3 The depenndence of the chhemisorbent layyer temperature (curve
1) and the ppower of the heeat sources qv (ccurve 2) on timee

W
We used the obtained
o
data for the chem
misorbent sorpption
propperties determ
mination.
Itt is known froom literature, that to descriibe the kineticcs of
proccesses of carbon dioxide adsorption by suubstances baseed on
the potassium suuperoxide equuation of the form (9) is used
[10]]:
 /    C 0 1   /  0 

Fig. 4 The timee dependences, obtained by thee developed andd the

traaditional methodd respectively. 1 – the dependeence
 f ( ) ; 2 our

metthod; 3 - traditioonal method   f (  )

With the helpp of the developed methodd and the meaasuring
deevice, the invvestigations oof the carbonn dioxide soorption
kinnetics by sorrbents were coonducted. The conditions of the
exxperiments weere following: the density oof sorbent bassed on
the potassium ssuperoxide is in range 11000-1650 kg/m
m 3, the
mperature off the gas mixxture is in raange 20-90 °C
C, the
tem
m
moisture conteent is 0.007--0.023 kg/(kgg of dry aiir).The
cooncentration of carbon dioxiide in the gas mixture was 11 4%.
Thhe size of prodduct grains is 22-3.5 mm. The velocity of tthe gas
m
mixture is 0.1 m/s. In addittion, the expeerimental condditions
coorrespond to thhe temperaturee, humidity (reelative humidiity 25700%) and carboon dioxide conncentrations for
f most effecttive in
opperating condditions indiviidual and coollective prottection
appparatus.
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(9)

wheere  , 0 - thee current and the limit vallue of the caarbon
dioxxide volume per chemisoorbent volumee unit; С 0 - the
currrent concentraation of the carrbon dioxide iin the gas mixxture;
 - the mass trannsfer coefficieent.
T
Taking into acccount, that eexperiments w
were conducteed in
the 1-grain layerr, the assumpttion about connstancy of caarbon
dioxxide concentrration along tthe length of the chemisorrbent
layeer was taken.
Inn this case, thee decision of ((9) will be folllowing:

   0 ( 1 ex
exp( 

C0
 ))
0

(
(10)

wheere C 0 - the innitial carbon ddioxide concenntration.
A
Approximatingg the experim
mental data in Fig. 5 by (100), it
wass found that to describe tthe interaction kinetics off the
carbbon dioxide with chemissorbents baseed on potassium
supeeroxide, (9) caan be used witth the followinng parameters:

β=5 ±0.16 1//s at 4% CO2 cconcentration;

β=6.5 ±0.0.3 1/s 1/s at 2% CO2 concentrration;

β=10 ±0.4 1//s at 1% CO2 concentration;

φ0=140±5 m3of CO2 / m3 of
o sorbent.
Itt is clear from
m the obtained data that the aadsorption ratte for
the 4% concentraation is signifficantly higher than for thee 1%
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and 2% concentrations. The limit capacity  0 of the carbon
dioxide for the chemisorbent depends little on concentration.
The developed setup provides the possibility of studying the
effect of temperature, the carbon dioxide concentration in the
gas mixture, the humidity of the gas mixture on capacity
properties of chemisorbents (chemisorbent capacity for carbon
dioxide) and the rate of carbon dioxide adsorption.
The setup can be used for testing superoxides of alkali
metals in the range of temperature from room to 100 °C
(Table I: bulk density 1300 kg/m3, grain size 2–3 mm; Table
II: CO2 concentration 4%). The test requires a small amount of

The time of
min
blowing
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,

TABLE I
TESTING THE CHEMISORBENT ON THE BASE OF КО2 AT THE TEMPERATURE 99 °C
CO2 concentration 1%
CO2 concentration 2%
CO2 concentration 4%
The moisture content in the gas mixture, kg/(kg of dry air)
0.007
0.013
0.026
0.007
0.013
0.026
0.007
0.013
0.026
 , (m3 of СО2)/(m3 of sorbent)

5
13
21
41
61
91
φ0, (m3 of СО2)/(m3 of sorbent)
β, 1/s

The time of
blowing  , min

41
59
81
110
135
138
178
5.0

43
61
87
114
132
143
140
10

33
56
71
88
97
97
178
5.0

44
62
82
111
127
134
137
2.3

63
91
114
156
174
193
192
3.2
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